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Python
hunter’s
big catch

Data show year-to-date drops in new applications for solar hookups to the grid and declines in the total amount of power they produce.

A CLOUD OVER SOLAR

Market sees drop
after payment
model adopted
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Two key measures of the
commercial solar market have
seen a marked drop on Long Island since LIPA trustees voted
in December to adopt a complex state model for compensating customers for the power
their systems produce.
Data released by the state and
PSEG Long Island show year-todate drops in new applications
for solar hookups to the grid and
declines in the total amount of
power they produce, since the
new state-devised scheme was
enacted by LIPA in May.
The data also show applications spiked in the months leading up to adoption of the new
plan, suggesting a rush to get
applications in before the new
system took effect. The plan,
which is called value of distributed energy resources, or
VDER, replaced a popular
method called net metering.
Net metering gives customers
a one-for-one value for the en-
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We don’t
need to have
this crisis. This
can be taken
care of today.”

— Charles DeStefano,
commercial sales manager
for Long Island Power
Solutions of Islandia
ergy they sell back to the grid
from their rooftop solar systems.
The VDER system compensates
solar producers for the energy
their systems make based on a
complex array of factors, such as
geographic location and environmental benefits.
“That flood was in anticipation of the change going into effect May 1,” said Mike Voltz, director of energy efficiency and
renewables at PSEG Long Island. Voltz noted that on a
year-over-year
basis,
the
monthly numbers this year are
only slightly below those of last
year, when installations averaged around five a month.
But the sharp decline since
May led solar installers to im-

plore LIPA trustees to vote to
overturn their decision to implement the state program.
“This crisis started here in this
room,” Charles DeStefano, commercial sales manager for Long
Island Power Solutions of Islandia, told trustees recently. He
pleaded with them to repeal the
new plan to restart the market.
“We don’t need to have this crisis,” he said. “This can be taken
care of today. You have the
power to make this go away.”
In the first four months of the
year, there were 91 applications
for commercial solar installations under the old net metering
program
for
commercial
projects, including a record 41
the month before VDER took effect.
But for the months after May,
the figures dropped to five applications per month or fewer,
including just three in September, for a total of 17 from June
to September.
State figures further highlight the commercial declines.
The total capacity of commercial solar projects from May to
August of this year dropped to
around 2,200 kilowatts, compared with just over 4,000 kilowatts for the period last year.
Residential solar capacity increased during that time, to

more than 20,000 kilowatts
from about 17,000 last year, according to the state figures. Residential applications were also
up slightly, while commercial
applications from May through
August were down to seven
from more than 25 a year ago.
Arthur Perry, chairman of
the Long Island Solar Energy Industry Association, a business
group, said at a LIPA trustee
meeting that most commercial
applications come in the fourth
quarter, and asked for LIPA to
reach out to state regulators to
exempt systems under 750,000
watts from the VDER scheme.
Mark Fischl, vice chairman
of the LIPA board and chairman of its renewables committee, said he was “investigating”
the notion of adjusting LIPA’s
plan. “I do think it may make
some sense,” to examine a recent state option under consideration to exempt systems
under 750,000 watts. No decision had been made, and it
would require investigation
and full approval by LIPA’s
board, he said.
Voltz said PSEG would enact a
change suggested by the industry, which is under consideration
by the Public Service Commission, so long as the state and
LIPA board approve it.

MIAMI — Officials say a
Florida trapper has captured
a record-setting python as
part of a program to remove
the invasive species from
the Everglades.
A South Florida Water
Management District news
release says Kyle Penniston
captured a 17-foot, 5-inch female Burmese python while
hunting on district lands in
Miami-Dade County late
Monday.
Officials say the snake
weighed in at 120 pounds.
It’s the third caught as part
of the Python Elimination
Program that measured
more than 17 feet.
Python hunters have now
eliminated 1,859 of the
snakes on district lands. Penniston is second among the
hunters, with 235 snakes
eliminated. Brian Hargrove
has dispatched the most
with 257.
Officials say invasive
Burmese pythons have no
natural predators in the Everglades ecosystem and have
decimated native wildlife
populations.
— AP

10 dead, 11
hurt in Rio
mudslide
RIO DE JANEIRO — Ten
people were killed and 11 injured in a mudslide near Rio
de Janeiro Saturday, Brazilian authorities said.
Roberto Robadey, Rio’s
civil defense department
head, told the Globo TV network that the mudslide in
the city of Niteroi was
caused by heavy downpours.
He said people were
killed and injured when a
large boulder rolled on top
of six houses in the Boa Esperanca neighborhood.
The Rio fire department
said the dead included a
3-year-old boy, two elderly
women and a middle-aged
man. It did not give any
more information about the
victims.
— AP

